
Capital of the Grand-Ouest area of France, 
Nantes is the sixth largest French urban area. 
Between its service sector and its industry, 
the Nantes economic fabric acts as a model 
due to its dynamism and appeal. The law firm, 
which became part of Racine in 2008, has been 
established in the area for more than fifty years.

With its 301 lawyers, including eight 
partners, Racine Nantes acts for its 
clients in both an advisory and dispute 
resolution capacity in all areas of 
business law for a client base made up 
of national and international groups and 
SMEs.

Close to its clients, the office acts as a true 
partner for businesses and executives, 
providing them responsiveness, security 
and pragmatism.

The office’s various departments work 
daily in close collaboration and in total 
synergy, thus fostering a comprehensive 

approach and enhanced understanding 
of the stakes and challenges of the 
matters entrusted to them.

With a resolutely dynamic and committed 
outlook, the lawyers at Racine Nantes 
are actors in the local economy and are 
also members of various professional 
associations. Aware of the importance of 
foreseeing the constant changes in their 
clients’ economic and legal landscapes, 
training is a key aspect of their work. To 
this end, the firm is listed as a training 
organisation. 
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Pragmatism

Partners

Dominique Tuffery-Kerhervé
—
dtuffery-kerherve@racine.eu

Pierre Sirot
—
psirot@racine.eu

Anne-Laure Mary-Cantin
—
a-lmary-cantin@racine.eu

Eve Nicolas
—
enicolas@racine.eu

Emilie Buttier
—
ebuttier@racine.eu

Loullig Bretel
—
lbretel@racine.eu

François-Xavier Mayol
—
fxmayol@racine.eu

Charles Philip
—
cphilip@racine.eu



The firm offers a wide range of services in the following practice areas:

- Insurance and civil liability

- Banking & Finance

- Commercial – Competition – Distribution

- Litigation and arbitration 

- Tax law

- Estate law and family law

- Public law

- Health law

- Labour law

- Distressed companies

- Mergers & Acquisitions / Corporate law

- Real Estate & Construction 

- Intellectual and industrial property  

33 rue Lamoricière
44188 Nantes Cedex 4
+33 (0)2 40 48 72 79
+33 (0)2 40 48 82 69
—
www.racine.eu

Distinctions

A team that accompanies companies and 
their executives in all areas of business law

2019 edition
Racine Nantes is ranked as “key player” in labour law in the Centre / Val 
de Loire / Pays de la Loire / Bretagne region. 

Racine Nantes is ranked in several categories of the industrial risks & 
insurance litigation guide of Décideurs:
 “strong reputation” in product liability litigation
 “strong reputation”  in insurance claims and litigation
 “strong reputation”  in claims and land transport (road & rail)


